Sitting comfort and discomfort and the relationships with objective measures
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The concepts of comfort and discomfort in sitting are under debate. There is no widely accepted definition, although it is beyond dispute that comfort and discomfort are feelings or emotions that are subjective in nature. Yet, beside several subjective methodologies, several objective methods (e.g. posture analysis, pressure measurements, electromyography (EMG) are in use to assess sitting comfort or discomfort. In the current paper a theoretical framework is presented, in which comfort and discomfort were defined and the hypothetical associations with underlying factors were indicated. Next, the literature was reviewed to determine the relationships between objective measures and subjective ratings of comfort and discomfort. Twenty-one studies were found in which simultaneous measures of an objective parameter and a subjective rating of comfort or discomfort were obtained. Pressure distribution appears to be the objective measure with the most clear association with the subjective ratings. For other variables, regarding spinal profile or muscle activity for instance, the reported associations are less clear and usually not statistically significant.

1. Introduction

In Western societies, the end user comfort of products has developed into an important issue, not only recognized by the end users themselves. Producers recognize comfort as a major selling point, as it is thought to play an increasingly important role in product-buying decisions. Also, employers are getting interested in comfortable equipment for their employees in order to create a healthy and stimulating working environment.

End user comfort of products is also well-addressed in the ergonomics literature. One of the products often considered is the seat. Evaluative studies on sitting comfort are numerous and mainly concerned with office seats (e.g. Bendix et al. 1985, van Dieën et al. 2001), passenger seats in public transport (e.g. Zhoa and Tang 1994) and operator seats in cars, buses, and harvesting machines (e.g. Mehta and Tewari 2000).

The frequent references to sitting comfort suggest that it represents a consensually held construct. Yet, there is no widely accepted definition of comfort nor sitting...
comfort (Lueder 1983, Helander and Zhang 1997). Specifically, comfort and discomfort have been varyingly interpreted as either two extremes at a continuum or two different constructs with different sets of underlying factors.

Moreover, many different methods are in use to measure sitting comfort and discomfort, which further complicates a universal understanding of the concept. Roughly, two types of measurement methods can be discerned. First, various subjective methods ('directly asking people about how comfortable they are') are in use. This methodology can be regarded as the most direct, considering that comfort or discomfort is a subjective state or feeling (Richards 1980). Objective methods (e.g. pressure distribution measurements, electromyography or posture analysis) may have some advantages as compared to subjective methods: less time consuming, requiring a smaller number of subjects, less prone to measurement error or bias, and applicable earlier in the design process (Lee et al. 1993). On the other hand, objective methods to assess comfort are indirect. At best, they give an indication of an individual's sitting comfort, but actually, they do measure something else (e.g. pressure distribution, muscle activity or lumbar curvature). Only if correlations between objective measurements and sitting comfort are present, the objective methods can form a useful addition to subjective methods.

The aim of the present paper is twofold. First, it sets out to describe the nature of comfort and discomfort, and present these in a model showing the hypothetical relationships between comfort, discomfort and their underlying factors. Secondly, it seeks to establish the state of knowledge on the relationships of objective measures with comfort and discomfort. To this end, experimental studies on sitting comfort and discomfort were reviewed, in which both subjective and objective measures were applied. The intention of this paper is to discuss the potential to predict comfort or discomfort from objective methods.

2. Sitting comfort and discomfort

2.1. Definitions
Webster's Dictionary defines comfort as a state or feeling of having relief, encouragement and enjoyment. Slater (1985) defines comfort as a pleasant state of physiological, psychological and physical harmony between a human being and its environment. Richards (1980) stresses that comfort is a state of a person involving a sense of subjective well-being, in reaction to an environment or situation. In general, it could be said that comfort is not yet clearly defined, yielding an on-going debate in the literature (see Richards 1980, Lueder 1983, Bishu et al. 1991, Zhang et al. 1996 and Helander and Zhang 1997). Issues that are not under debate are: (1) comfort is a construct of a subjectively-defined personal nature; (2) comfort is affected by factors of a various nature (physical, physiological, psychological); and (3) comfort is a reaction to the environment.

The debate in the literature concentrates on the difference between comfort and discomfort. Several researchers have conceptualized comfort as two discrete states: comfort presence and comfort absence, where comfort has been simply defined as the absence of discomfort and vice versa. (Hertzberg 1958, Floyd and Roberts 1958). This implies that comfort does not necessarily entail a positive affect (Branton 1969) and that the ultimate goal of seat designers is reaching the state of absence of discomfort, where the working individual is oblivious of the fact that he or she is seated (Bishu et al. 1991).
In contrast with the concept of two discrete states, many researchers and practitioners believe that comfort and discomfort are two opposites on a continuous scale, ranging from extreme discomfort through a neutral state to extreme comfort. This stems from the fact, that people frequently and naturally distinguish ordered levels of their subjective responses across the entire continuum from strongly positive to strongly negative (Richards 1980). The same principle underlies the graded scales (e.g. rating scale of Shackel et al. 1969), which have been used to evaluate seats.

Others have questioned the intuitive assumption of comfort/discomfort as a single dimension on a continuous scale. Several studies indicate that comfort and discomfort are affected by distinctly different variables (Kleeman 1981, Kamijo et al. 1982). In the study of Zhang et al. (1996), the identification of these variables was the primary goal. First, in a questionnaire survey, 104 respondents provided descriptors of the feelings they experienced when they felt comfortable (e.g. agreeable, at ease, calm) or discomfortable (e.g. fatigue, cramped, restless) in a seated workplace. Secondly, to validate these descriptors, another group of 34 participants was asked to rate these descriptors on a 5-points scale, from ‘very closely related to comfort/discomfort’ to ‘not related at all’. After this analysis, 43 descriptors remained: 21 for discomfort and 22 for comfort. Thirdly, a classification analysis was performed, involving multi-dimensional scaling, factor-analysis and cluster-analysis, to statistically identify the factors related to comfort and discomfort. It was concluded that comfort and discomfort are based on independent factors. Feelings of discomfort are mainly associated with pain, tiredness, soreness and numbness. These feelings are assumed to be imposed by physical constraints and mediated by physical factors like joint angles, tissue pressure and circulation blockage. Comfort, on the other hand, is associated with feelings of relaxation and well-being (Zhang et al. 1996). In a later study (Helander and Zhang, 1997) involving 20 and 37 subjects respectively, this factor structure was confirmed. It was also observed that aesthetic design matters with respect to comfort, but not to discomfort. Moreover, low values of discomfort factor scores were associated with a full range of values of overall comfort ratings from 1 to 9, while comfort ratings decreased sharply with increasing discomfort scores. This indicates that, when discomfort factors are present, comfort factors become secondary in the comfort/discomfort perception (hence, discomfort has a dominant effect, Helander and Zhang 1997).

As a practical consequence of this theory, comfort and discomfort need to be treated as different and complementary entities in ergonomics interventions. Paul et al. (1997) propose the nurturing/pampering paradigm, indicating the need for different strategies for reducing discomfort (nurturing) and increasing comfort (pampering) in the work place.

2.2. Theoretical model
The different factors underlying sitting discomfort and comfort can be modelled as presented in figure 1.

The left part of this theoretical model concerns discomfort. According to Zhang et al. (1996), physical processes underlie discomfort. Similarly to previous models on the aetiology of work-related physical complaints (Winkel and Westgaard, 1992; Armstrong et al. 1993), the authors consider ‘exposure’, ‘dose’, ‘response’ and ‘capacity’ as the main issues. According to Armstrong, exposure refers to the external factors producing a disturbance of the internal state (dose) of an individual.
The dose may evoke a cascade of mechanical, biochemical or physiological responses. The extent to which external exposure leads to an internal dose and responses, depends on the physical capacity of the individual. With regard to sitting, it could be said that the physical characteristics of the office seat (e.g. form, softness), the environment (e.g. table height) and the task (e.g. the performance of VDU activities) expose a seated person to loading factors, which may concern forces and pressure from the seat on the body and joint angles. These external loads may yield an internal dose in terms of muscle activation, internal force, intra-discal pressure, nerve and circulation inclusion, and skin and body temperature rise, provoking further chemical, physiological and biomechanical responses. By exteroception (stimuli from skin sensors), proprioception (stimuli from sensors in the muscle spindle, tendons and joints), interoception (stimuli from internal organ systems) and nociception (stimuli from pain sensors), the perception of discomfort might be established.

The right part of the model concerns comfort, i.e. feelings of relaxation and well-being. Again, the influential factors are presented on a human, seat, and context level. At a context level, not only the physical features are assumed to play a role, but also psycho-social factors like job satisfaction and social support. At a seat level, the aesthetic design of a seat in addition to physical features may affect the feelings of comfort. At human level the influential factors are assumed to be individual expectation and other individual feelings or emotions. The dominant factor of discomfort, as suggested by Helander and Zhang (1997), is illustrated by the horizontal arrows pointing from the left (discomfort) to the right (comfort) part.

From this model it can be expected that for discomfort the relationships of objective measures with discomfort would be stronger than for comfort, as the link between discomfort objective measures of physical exposure, dose or response is more direct.
3. Relationships of objective measures to comfort and discomfort

3.1. General
A literature search using the computerized systems NIOSHTIC, MEDLINE and Ergonomics Abstracts, isolated 21 studies, in which subjective (dis)comfort ratings and objective measures were simultaneously obtained.

The objective measures in these studies concern measurements of posture, number of body movements, estimations of muscle activation and muscle fatigue by electromyography (EMG), measurements of pressure at the back rest and seat pan, model-estimations of spinal loading forces, measurements of stature loss (spinal shrinkage) and foot volume change. The seats in these studies mainly concern office seats and car seats. Tables 1–4 present an overview of these studies. Specifically, these tables outline the objective measure, the comfort or discomfort parameter under investigation, the study design, and the conclusion on the relationship between the objective measure and comfort or discomfort.

With respect to the subjective parameter, it is remarkable that most studies treat comfort/discomfort as one variable on one scale from extreme discomfort to extreme comfort, either on a local or a general level. The other studies evaluate local discomfort only. In none of the studies, comfort and discomfort has been separately determined on different scales.

3.2. Posture and movement
Five studies were found in which (dis)comfort ratings and some measure of posture or movement were simultaneously obtained. This measure concerns some measure of back posture (in three studies) and back and other movements (in one). In none of the studies was a significant correlation observed between comfort or discomfort and the parameter under investigation (table 1).

In four studies however, some associations seems to exist, for which no statistical evidence was provided. Eklund and Corlett (1987) compared two seats in five tasks and they observed that the seat with the most trunk flexion was always the seat with the most discomfort. Zhao and Tang (1994) studied the back posture in relation to the back rest of the seat. They report some, not-statistically supported, association of comfort with the quality of the spatial fit between the back and the back rest profile. A more detailed study on spinal profile (Bishu et al. 1991) points at various specific ranges for the various spinal angles under investigation, where discomfort is minimal. According to the authors the number of subjects was too small to find any statistical evidence. Variation in back posture was studied by Salewysch and Callaghan (1999). They reported a trend towards a smaller range of lumbar spine postures in subjects with more discomfort. Also of importance is their final conclusion that there were no statistically significant postural deviations that distinguished between people that reported discomfort and those that did not.

3.3. Electromyography
No statistical relationships have been established between any measure of muscle activity and ratings of comfort or discomfort, except for one study (Lee et al. 1988). In this study the increase in back and shoulder muscle activation over time was significantly related to the increase of discomfort over time (table 2).

In five other studies, the correlation between EMG and (dis)comfort variations was studied across seat conditions and in some of these only some tendencies were observed. Remarkably, these tendencies concern an association of local discomfort
Table 1. Overview of studies in which some measure for posture or movement and some rating for discomfort or comfort were obtained. The conclusion that could be drawn on the relationship between the objective and subjective measure, is presented in the 5th column in words, and in the 6th column in a symbol, where + + means statistically determined relationship, + means tendency for a relationship without statistical evidence, and 0 means no tendency at all.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Objective measure for posture or movement</th>
<th>Subjective measure for comfort or discomfort</th>
<th>Study design (conditions, type of seats, number of subjects)</th>
<th>Conclusion on the relationship of the objective measure vs. (dis)comfort</th>
<th>Relationship</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Zhoa and Tang (1994)</td>
<td>The quality of the spatial fit between back shape and back rest profile curves (visual inspection)</td>
<td>General comfort/discomfort* (5-point scale)</td>
<td>Two sitting postures (upright and slumped). One passenger bus seat, $N = 30$</td>
<td>The seat profile seems to fit better with the back shape for subjects who had higher comfort ratings. No statistical evidence</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eklund and Corlett (1987)</td>
<td>Trunk flexion in the sagittal plane (photographs)</td>
<td>Local discomfort (visual analogue scale)</td>
<td>Five tasks: pushing, assembly, sideward viewing, grinding and punch press work. A different set of two seats in each task (varying among others in seat angle or lumbar support), $N = 8$</td>
<td>Within two tasks a significantly less flexed trunk corresponds with significantly less back discomfort. Within three tasks a tendency of a less flexed trunk corresponds with a tendency of less back discomfort</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bishu et al. (1991)</td>
<td>Spinal profile described by seven spinal angles from cervical down to sacral level (digitizer with linear position transducers)</td>
<td>Local discomfort (5-point scale)</td>
<td>Three seats: a conference room chair, a plastic stacking classroom chair, a balance-type kneeling chair, $N = 6$</td>
<td>The results point only at the existence of a range of all spinal angles where discomfort is minimal; the number of subjects was too small to statistically find the optimum, according to the authors</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jensen and Bendix (1992)</td>
<td>Number of body movements of head/neck, trunk, thigh, and lower leg. (assessed form videotape)</td>
<td>General comfort/discomfort (5 point scale)</td>
<td>Four seat/desk settings: seat tilted 5° backwards and forward and freely tiltable, and freely tiltable seat in combination with inclined work desk, $N = 10$</td>
<td>No significant differences in number of movements or in comfort/discomfort rating among the settings. Hence, no relationship could be observed</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salewytsch and Callaghan (1999)</td>
<td>Variations in spinal flexion, lateral bending and axial twist</td>
<td>Local discomfort (visual analogue scale)</td>
<td>Subjects sitting on a seat with no back rest were divided in low and high discomfort groups, $N = 14$</td>
<td>A trend towards a smaller range of lumbar spine postures was present in the subjects with more discomfort</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Where the term comfort/discomfort is used, comfort/discomfort was treated as one variable on one continuum.
Table 2. Overview of studies in which an objective EMG measure and a subjective rating for discomfort or comfort was obtained.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Objective EMG measure</th>
<th>Subjective measure for comfort or discomfort</th>
<th>Study design (conditions, type of seats, number of subjects)</th>
<th>Conclusion on the relationship of the objective measure vs. (dis)comfort</th>
<th>Relationship</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bendix et al.</td>
<td>Back muscle activation (amplitude erector spinae at L3 level)</td>
<td>General comfort/discomfort (5-point scale)</td>
<td>Three office seats: with a seat tilted 10° forward, 5° backward, and freely tiltable, $N = 10$</td>
<td>Significantly higher comfort for the freely tiltable seat; No variation in muscle activation among seats. Hence, no relationship could be determined</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lee et al.</td>
<td>Neck, shoulder, back, upper leg and lower leg muscle activation. (amplitudes of various muscles)</td>
<td>General and local comfort/discomfort (10-point scale)</td>
<td>Sixteen car seats with varying foam thickness and hardness, back contour, back and cushion angle, spring suspension rate and side support, $N = 100$</td>
<td>The best 6 seats rated subjectively were the 6 seats with the lowest neck muscle activation. Similarly, shoulder and medial hamstrings predicted 4 of the 6 best seats. For the worst six seats, the neck muscles and medial hamstrings identified 5, and the shoulder muscles 4</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graf et al.</td>
<td>Back and shoulder muscle activation (amplitudes of trapezius and erector spinae at L3 level)</td>
<td>Local discomfort (the indication of presence only, no indication of intensity)</td>
<td>Two shapes of the seat pan: standard and modified. Three seat inclination angles. Two tasks: VDU and assembly, $N = 18$</td>
<td>The only significant effect on discomfort was the effect of seat shape on the shoulders: less frequent shoulder discomfort on the modified seat. This corresponded with significantly higher shoulder muscle activation</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Udo et al.</td>
<td>Back muscle activation (amplitude erector spinae at T5-6, T8-9, L1-2 and L3-4 level)</td>
<td>Local discomfort (10-point scale)</td>
<td>A fixed seat and a rocking seat. One text entry task, $N = 10$</td>
<td>A significantly higher overall muscle activity in the rocking seat corresponds with significantly less upper and lower back discomfort</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lee et al.</td>
<td>Back and shoulder muscle fatigue (increase in erector spinae and trapezius amplitudes)</td>
<td>Local comfort/discomfort (8-point scale)</td>
<td>One microscopic task on one seat, $N = 12$</td>
<td>Increased muscle activation (in time) in the shoulders and back is significantly related to increased discomfort $R = 0.98$ and $R = 0.83$, respectively</td>
<td>+ +</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilder et al.</td>
<td>Back muscle fatigue (median frequency at L3 level).</td>
<td>General comfort/discomfort (visual analogue scale)</td>
<td>Two truck seats: steel spring and gas spring, $N = 6$</td>
<td>No significant differences in comfort or muscle fatigue between the seats. Hence, no relationship could be determined</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salewytsch and Callaghan</td>
<td>Variations in back muscle activation (amplitudes upper and lower erector spinae)</td>
<td>Local discomfort (visual analogue scale)</td>
<td>Subjects sitting on a seat with no back rest were divided in low and high discomfort groups, $N = 14$</td>
<td>A trend was observed that the high discomfort group showed longer periods of inactive upper erector spinae and only short pauses in the lower erector spinae, compared to the low discomfort group</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3. Overview of studies in which an objective measure for pressure and a subjective rating for discomfort or comfort were obtained.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Objective measure for pressure</th>
<th>Subjective measure for comfort or discomfort</th>
<th>Study design (conditions, type of seats, number of subjects)</th>
<th>Conclusion on the relationship of the objective measure vs. (dis)comfort</th>
<th>Relationship</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lee et al. (1993)</td>
<td>Maximum and mean pressures, and gradients at the seat pan and backrest. (pressure sensitive mats)</td>
<td>General and local comfort/discomfort (10-point scale)</td>
<td>Sixteen car seats with varying foam thickness and hardness, back contour, back and cushion angle, spring suspension rate and side support, N = 100</td>
<td>No correlations were reported between pressure data and local comfort/discomfort 'Correlations not high enough for any design decisions', according to the authors</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thakurta et al. (1995)</td>
<td>Pressure distribution across various regions: shoulder, lumbar, ischial and thigh. (pressure sensitive mats)</td>
<td>Local comfort/discomfort (10-point scale)</td>
<td>Five different cars (with different seats) seats), N = 36</td>
<td>The authors conclude that pressure distribution correlates significantly with local comfort. However, no results are provided that illustrate these correlations</td>
<td>++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yun et al. (1992)</td>
<td>The uniformity of the pressure distribution at upper, mid and low back and buttock area (pressure sensitive mat)</td>
<td>Local discomfort</td>
<td>Two different car seats, N = 18</td>
<td>The seat with the most even distributed pressure levels received the most favourable ratings for local discomfort. Pressure distribution significantly affects local discomfort particularly in the low back and buttock area</td>
<td>++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kamijo et al. (1982)</td>
<td>Pressure distribution on the back rest and the seat pan (pressure sensitive mat)</td>
<td>General comfort/discomfort (5-point scale)</td>
<td>Forty-three car seats. General comfort was measured in 15 subjects, pressure distribution in 1 subject.</td>
<td>The comfort of a seat can be roughly determined on the basis of the pressure distribution at the backrest in height direction and the variance of pressure at the seat cushion along the body’s shape around both sciatic nodes</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bendix et al. (1985)</td>
<td>Mean pressure in the middle of the backrest. (inflated blood pressure cuff)</td>
<td>General comfort/discomfort (5 points scale)</td>
<td>Three office seats, with a seat tilted 10° forward, 5° backward, and freely tiltable, N = 10</td>
<td>The backrest pressure was significantly higher for the 5° backwards inclining seat, comfort was significantly higher for the freely tiltable seat. No tendency for a relationship between backrest pressure and comfort/discomfort was reported</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vergara and Page (2000)</td>
<td>Time of contact between backrest and upper and low back (contact recording electrodes)</td>
<td>General comfort/discomfort (visual analogue scale) Local discomfort (10-point scale)</td>
<td>Six office seats varying in adjustability. One task including writing and reading, N = 6</td>
<td>More lumbar discomfort corresponds significantly to upper back contact only (thus, no low back contact) or no contact at all with the backrest</td>
<td>++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tewari and Prasad (2000)</td>
<td>Mean pressure on the seat pan and back rest (pressure sensitive mats).</td>
<td>General comfort 6-point scale</td>
<td>Tractor seats varying in seat pan radius, back rest radius and back rest inclination, N = 3</td>
<td>Lower mean pressures on the seat pan correspond to a better and more comfortable seat profile</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4. Overview of studies in which objective measures for spinal load and foot swelling and a subjective rating of discomfort or comfort were obtained.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Objective measure for spinal load or foot swelling</th>
<th>Subjective measure for comfort or discomfort</th>
<th>Study design (conditions, type of seats, number of subjects)</th>
<th>Conclusion on the relationship of the objective measure vs. (dis)comfort</th>
<th>Relationship</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Eklund and Corlett (1987)</td>
<td>Internal spinal loads (force measurement, photographs and biomech. modelling), body height shrinkage (stadiometry)</td>
<td>Local discomfort (visual analogue scale and interview)</td>
<td>Five tasks: pushing, assembly, viewing sideward, grinding, punch press work. A different set of two seats in each task, varying in seat angle or lumbar support, and other elements, N = 8</td>
<td>In two tasks significantly lower spinal loads and less stature loss are associated with significantly less discomfort in the back; in the other three tasks a tendency of lower biomechanical loads and less stature loss is associated with a tendency of less discomfort. Relationships not statistically determined</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michel and Helander (1994)</td>
<td>Stature loss (stadiometer)</td>
<td>General comfort/discomfort (visual analogue scale)</td>
<td>Conventional office seat and a sit-stand chair; 16 subjects divided into young/healthy, old/healthy and old/herniated disc group</td>
<td>Significantly less stature loss in all groups on sit-stand chair (as compared to conventional seat) is associated with significantly more comfort only in old herniated disc group. Relationship not statistically determined</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>van Dieën et al. (2001)</td>
<td>Stature loss (stadiometer)</td>
<td>Local discomfort (10-point scale)</td>
<td>One fixed seat and two dynamic seats with moveable seat and back rest</td>
<td>Significant stature gain in the dynamic seats, while not in the fixed seat. However, no effect on local discomfort. Hence, a relationship could not be determined</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winkel and Jørgensen (1986)</td>
<td>Foot volume change (water level plethysmograph)</td>
<td>Lower leg and feet discomfort (visual analogue scale)</td>
<td>Three levels of activity: inactive (no leg movements or seat rolling allowed), active sitting (both allowed), semi-active sitting (only seat rolling allowed), N = 7</td>
<td>Increased ratings of discomfort were significantly correlated (p = 0.02) with an increased foot swelling, at decreasing activity levels</td>
<td>+ +</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bendix et al. (1985)</td>
<td>Foot volume change (water level plethysmograph)</td>
<td>General comfort/discomfort (5-point scale)</td>
<td>Three office seats, with a seat tilted 10° forward, 5° backward, and freely tiltable, N = 12</td>
<td>A tendency toward less foot swelling with the low 5° backwards inclining seat was found. No significant difference was found for the comfort scores between the seats. Thus no relationship found</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
with both low and high EMG amplitudes. Probably, both high muscle activation fatiguing the muscle, and low and static muscle activity hampering muscle blood circulation would yield feelings of discomfort.

In one study, the median frequency of the EMG signals was used to determine back muscle fatigue. This study was too small (two conditions, six subjects) to draw any conclusion on the relationship with comfort or discomfort.

Salewytsch and Callaghan (1999) studying the variations in EMG amplitude in a low and high discomfort group also did not find significant results, but only a trend towards longer pauses in muscle activation for the upper erector spinae and shorter pauses for the lower erector spinae in the high discomfort group as compared to the low discomfort group.

3.4. Pressure distribution

Seven studies were found in which measurements of pressure at the back rest and/or seat pan could be compared with a comfort or discomfort rating (table 3). Significant correlations are reported from three studies (Yun et al. 1992, Thakurta et al. 1995, Vergara and Page 2000), while two other studies (Kamijo et al. 1982, Tewari and Prasad 2000) report associations (without statistical evidence).

However, some critical points should be raised. First, from the largest study by Lee et al. (1993) comprising 100 subjects and 16 seats, no association is reported. Lee et al. (1993) state that the correlations between pressure data and comfort were not high enough to be the basis for any design decision. In addition, the second largest study does report significant correlations (Thakurta et al. 1995), but the paper does not provide the information (e.g. on the statistical methodology, the level of significance, the strength of correlation, underlying results) required to interpret the relevance of this conclusion.

Yun et al. (1992), who do provide the required information, found that the uniformity of the pressure distribution, particularly at the low back and buttock area was statistically correlated to local discomfort in a study on car seats. In line with this, Kamijo et al. (1982), although not reporting statistical evidence, associate a comfortable car seat with a variance of pressure along the body’s shape around both sciatic nodes. Moreover, for a car seat to be qualified as comfortable it seems to be important that it provides lumbar support. Specifically, comfortable seats are characterized by mean pressure levels of 1.4 kPa (15 g/cm²) to 2.3 kPa (24 g/cm²) in the lumbar region of the back rest, and by pressure levels of 5.8 kPa (60 g/cm²) under the ischia and 2.9 kPa (30 g/cm²) elsewhere (Kamijo et al. 1982).

The importance of lumbar support has also been found in office seats where the absence of low back contact with the back rest was found to be statistically correlated with low back discomfort by Vergara and Page (2000).

3.5. Spinal load

Simultaneous comfort recordings and spinal load estimations have been performed in three studies (table 4).

Eklund and Corlett (1987) measured the stature loss (as a measure of spinal load) and they estimated the spinal forces on the basis of force measurements and posture recording. In their comparison between two seats it was found that the seat with the lowest stature shrinkage an lowest spinal force was always the seat with the least discomfort. Similarly, a tendency towards less general discomfort at less stature loss was found by Michel and Helander (1994), but only in a specific subgroup of their...
subjects: 30–44 year old people with herniated discs. From the study of van Dieën et al. (2001) no relationship could be established as their conditions concerning dynamic and fixed seats were only discriminative for spinal shrinkage and not for local discomfort.

3.6. Foot swelling
Increased foot swelling (table 4) seems to be associated with less local discomfort in the lower leg and feet. This result however was obtained by a study design where conditions represent different levels of allowed activity and not different seats (Winkel and Jørgensen 1986). This implies that it remains questionable whether foot volume change is a useful measure, providing the seat designers with valid information on the comfort or discomfort of different seats. Bendix et al. (1985) who also measured foot volume changes, did not find any variation in general comfort/discomfort across three office seats, hence found no relationship with foot volume change.

4. Discussion

4.1. General considerations
The intention of this paper was to indicate whether objective measures are related to subjective feelings of comfort or discomfort. If found to be so, this could be helpful, in the evaluation and design processes of office seats, car seats, seats at home and so on. Objective methods seem to be advantageous compared to subjective methods with respect to issues regarding required time, number of subjects and reliability. For a general discussion on the scientific and practical value of subjective methods we refer to a review of Annett (2002). The combination of valid objective measures with subjective ratings of comfort and discomfort, may give support to seat designers. The question however is, what objective measures are related to comfort and discomfort. This firstly needs a clear definition of comfort and discomfort. Therefore a theoretical framework was presented defining comfort, discomfort and the hypothetical associations with underlying factors.

As discussed, it seems useful to make a distinction between comfort and discomfort, as the underlying constructs are different (Zhang et al. 1996). Helander and Zhang (1997) propose a checklist/questionnaire that directly addresses the underlying constructs (descriptors) for comfort and discomfort, resulting in separate ratings for comfort and discomfort on separate scales. In the studies reviewed, this approach has not been applied. Whether the Helander and Zhang’s (1997) approach to rate comfort and discomfort would have led to other results remains questionable. Also, the expectation that discomfort is more closely related to objective physical measures as compared to comfort cannot be verified.

Another remark concerns the variety of the studies that were reviewed. First, the studies were highly variable with respect to number of subjects and the number of conditions. Secondly, the goals of the studies were different. Either, it was the primary goal to determine the relationship between the objective and subjective measure, or it was just a sub-goal, or the study obtains subjective and objective measures without the aim of finding the correlations. It was decided to include all these studies in the review, as all may contain valuable information. For the same reason it was decided, to not ignore the not statistically significant tendencies (indicate by + in the tables), for studies that were not aimed at determining a relationship may have been not optimally designed or no statistical effort might have
been performed. Finally, the research conditions vary greatly among the various studies. In most studies, the various conditions represent different car or office seats. As the conditions determine the variations both in the objective and the subjective measures the correlation between these variations is also affected by the research conditions.

4.2. Conclusion
Pressure distribution appears to be the objective measure with the most clear association with the subjective ratings. This holds particularly for car seats, where a statistical relationship between pressure distribution and local discomfort has been reported. A uniform distribution at the seat pan as well as a high enough level of back pressure at the back rest at a lumbar level appear to be important in this respect. In office seats, only the correlation between lumbar pressure and local discomfort has been established. It is concluded that the incorporation of pressure measurements beside the rating of the subjective feelings of comfort and discomfort in the process of car seat design, would be valuable. It can be hypothesized that the same conclusion may hold for other seats (like office seats) as well, although the association between pressure distribution and (dis)comfort in other seats is yet to be determined.

For the other objective variables (posture, movement, muscle activity, spinal load), it is premature to state that measuring these variables would be useful in seat evaluation and design, for it is yet not clear whether and how these variables are associated with comfort or discomfort.
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